Basal ganglia volume in adults with Down syndrome.
This study was designed to determine the effects of aging on the volume of the basal ganglia in individuals with Down syndrome (DS) and to examine the relationship between basal ganglia volumes, neuropsychological test performance, and dementia status in this population. Subjects were 32 adults with DS. Basal ganglia volumes from 22 of these subjects were compared with those of 22 cognitively-normal individuals, who were individually matched on age, sex, and race. Performance on neuropsychological tests was correlated with basal ganglia volumes for 32 individuals with DS, and basal ganglia volumes of five demented DS subjects were compared with those of 14 non-demented DS subjects. Results indicated larger putamen volumes in the DS subjects, despite significantly smaller total brain volumes. Volumes of caudate and globus pallidus did not differ between DS and control subjects. Although there were some significant correlations between basal ganglia volumes and age, neuropsychological test performance, and dementia status in the DS subjects, these associations appeared to be a reflection of neurodevelopmental or atrophic reductions in overall brain volume rather than a reflection of specific basal ganglia abnormality. Correlations between age and volumes of basal ganglia and total brain were not significantly greater in non-demented DS subjects than in control subjects. Results suggest that volume reductions of the basal ganglia are not a salient feature of aging or of the dementia associated with DS.